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Preface
This document has been prepared by the Five Oaks’ Member Working Group (MWG).
This group was officially formed and mandate agreed upon at Five Oaks’ Annual General
Meeting, June 29, 2016. After a strong membership response to the board’s announced
impending closure of Five Oaks, dissolution of the corporation, and disposition of the
property, the board put forth an alternative of providing time for MWG to explore options
and develop a future business plan for Five Oaks.
In the succeeding time, MWG has worked tirelessly to seek out a new vision, and way
forward for Five Oaks. There has been input from membership and beyond, gathered
through a survey; a two-day onsite event called Roots and Wings, held Sept 11-12, 2016;
ongoing conversations with our sister education centres, Naramata and Tatamagouche;
and MWG seeking wisdom from business people and organizations. During this time of
report preparation, MWG was able to secure agreement from the Board that Five Oaks
would not cease operations, and that there would be retention of enough staff (along with
volunteers) able to offer groups and individuals the opportunity to come to this sacred
place. With a skeleton staff onsite, and a need to offer programs as well as reduce
expenses, MWG was engaged to supplement staff, implement corrective actions and
drive solutions. The need for the group to engage on these operational levels contributed
to a wealth of knowledge, which has assisted in building the new business plan.
MWG would like to express our deep gratitude for the wisdom and support of everyone
during this time of conceiving and preparing for a new way to be. People from within The
United Church of Canada (UCCAN), and those whose connections to this sacred place
reach far beyond UCCAN, have been generous with their time, talents, and treasures.
Words are not enough to lift up the commitment and ministry of Five Oaks’ present staff
— Rafael Vallejo, Tom Hunt, and Pat Bowlby; and from the Grand River Bookstore staff,
Jackie Childerhose. This place called Five Oaks, which has blessed so many over the
years, is feeling the blessings in return.
If you have questions regarding the content of this report, please contact an MWG
member. Each MWG member has an area of focus, and may be the best to answer a
specific question related to that area, associated with member’s name below. Although,
each member has a sound overall knowledge of this report.
Your Five Oaks’ Member Working Group team members are:
Ross Carson
Barbara Fullerton
Sharon Hull
Jayne Little
Cindo Peterson
David Schell
Yvonne Stewart

Governance
Fundraising
Staffing
Operations
Facilities
Finance
Partnerships
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blackcar@rogers.com
barbfullerton@gmail.com
sharonhull1969@gmail.com
jaynelittle.public@gmail.com
cindotrilliumuc@gmail.com
davidwschell@gmail.com
y.stewart@sympatico.ca

(905) 853-8191
(519) 442-6138 (8-10 pm ET)
(519) 654.2924 (7-10pm ET)
(519) 654-6689
(519) 456-5132
(416) 461-6680 (Home)
(416) 735-0895(Cell)
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Executive Summary
In restarting Five Oaks, MWG recommends that the organization:
 Reconnect with the roots of Five Oaks as it moves to an interfaith intercultural
centre
 Formalize strategic partnerships with organizations within Muslim communities,
Six Nations, the YMCA, as well as The United Church of Canada
 Change the governance model to ensure adequate resources to drive the
transformation
 Re-engage volunteers with Avodah principle of “work and worship are one”
 Implement a staffing model which is tuned to the rhythm of the centre and the size
of the operation
 Drive significant efficiencies and cost reductions in business processes and
technologies
 Restore donor confidence in the financial stability of Five Oaks
 Implement Faith Bonds
 Accept and act upon maintenance recommendations by Maintenance Coordinator
and Building Conditions Assessment
“Given the political context that we are living in and the challenges we face to preserve
and engender a socially just, merciful and inclusive society, the need to have safe spaces
which can facilitate meaningful dialogue and cross-cultural encounter has never been
more urgent.” Abdul-Rehman Malik, Muslim Partner Team
The need is clear. We, as members of MWG, feel that Five Oaks is perfectly placed to
provide such a safe space, to come together in community and on the land.
Now is the time to commit to the vision and begin the transformation.
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Alignment to Mission over Time

Five Oaks Roadmap
Mature interfaith and
intercultural partnership woven
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Released
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• Operations Manager
and Program Admin
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operations process
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Report

•
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• Facility adapts to partner needs
• Staffing reflects partners
• Programs developed and offered for
and by partners

MWG formed
Board ceases
Operations
Volunteers Reengaged

2016 - 2017 AGM

2017 – 2018 AGM

• Partners are active in
Governance
• Executive Director
and/or Program
Director acquired
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are implemented to
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and efficiencies are
driven
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on Five Oaks vision
• Occupancy rates
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• Facility maintenance
program reestablished
• Volunteers actively
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work of centre
• Program circles
cooperate and
collaborate across
partner streams

Beyond

The image above charts Five Oaks’ alignment to mission in the upper half of the
quadrant whilst highlighting some of the operational transformations in the lower half.

Introduction
At our MWG Roots & Wings event, the Five Oaks members began discerning a new path
for Five Oaks. From this time together, MWG was able to form into word a new vision,
mission, and values set. The report opens with these illuminations and they continue to
shine through in the body of the text.
The historical commentary of Five Oaks and its founding principles are included in the
opening sections as they inform/remind the reader of the bedrock beliefs. In beginning to
dream of a new way for Five Oaks, MWG understood we need to all know our grounding
points. It is not to cling to the past, but rather to stand on a history, knowing the ground is
firm, so our hearts and minds can grow wings and soar.
Our value of a sense of place states, “Our sacred setting is an integral part of the Centre.
The land on which we sit, and the web of life of which we are a part, is a source of
teaching and renewal that offers a glimpse of the Divine.” With a strong understanding of
this place being sacred for all and an opening up our mission to make Five Oaks an
interfaith and intercultural sanctuary, MWG rigorously explored the concept of
partnership. This would be an epiphanic shift in whom we serve and who we are. Yet at
the same time, this new way of being is completely congruent with founding principles.
Like the energy rich confluence of the waterways embracing the sacred space of Five
Oaks, MWG realized that partnerships would become the energy rich confluence of the
past and our future.
Member Working Group Report
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Our vision, mission, values and reconceived foundational principles invited us to look for
partnerships in a diversity of communities. As we opened ourselves to this new
possibility, potential partnership suggestions began to flow in. Many months of
conversations, discerning, and delving deep into how this could be lived into Five Oaks
has taken place with select partners.
MWG is exhilarated with the unfolding of possibilities with our new potential partners. We
have developed different partner types: Full, Program, Financial, and Volunteer. Our
Partnerships section shares more details of each of the types and the journey with actual
potential partners.
Although the path with partnerships is new, Five Oaks will retain its core programming
under the Oaten Institute umbrella. The Oaten Institute at Five Oaks is a valuable
resource providing education for faith formation and leadership development within The
United Church of Canada and other denominations. As we move forward, partners’
program circles will collaborate with the Oaten Institute in creating authentic interfaith and
intercultural programming.
With the birthing of a partnership pathway, multiple efficiency requirements identified, and
in order to not tweak but truly transform the organization, a new model for both
governance and staffing is required. We have learned much from our sister centres of
Naramata and Tatamagouche, as they have travelled the road ahead of us.
In developing a new model for governance, we have gleaned Naramata’s wisdom from
their management style board. We also are making space to fully embrace our partners,
by bringing them into the governance team. This change is a radical and much needed
shift, as the board needs to be more hands on, so it can be an effective responder in this
time of great transition. We have also identified that the work cannot be done by a few,
and it requires the re-engagement of the membership to serve on various management
teams, overseen by the board.
Over time, Five Oaks moved away from its foundational principle of “work and worship
are one,” losing its respect for the value of volunteerism. It resulted in the ideal becoming
a top-heavy staff driven operation. Spirit-gifted volunteers will be invited to share their
time and talents on the management teams, fulfilling some of the tasks of previous staff.
In addition, with an efficient business process, fewer staff will be required.
A review of staff activities highlighted operational inefficiencies driven in part by symptom
fixes instead of addressing root causes. Decisions were made not understanding the
ramifications that would occur throughout the organization. A complete overhaul of all
business processes and technologies is imperative.
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Financially Five Oaks is sound, although the past year of reduced operations, staff
compensation packages, and a significant drop in donations due to the announced
“closing” of Five Oaks has softened the financial foundation. By growing programs and
increasing overall facility usage, implementing all the required systems improvements,
prudent hiring of staff, and a re-engaged volunteer base, Five Oaks will be able to grow
and thrive.
As we plan to grow into our new future we appreciate the structural sound buildings that
have brought us thus far, and will continue to house us in our learnings. The MWG
retained an engineering firm to complete a Building Conditions Assessment. They
identified minimal immediate work required. The report identifies, with timelines out to 10
years, maintenance recommendations. Five Oaks Maintenance Coordinator has
previously noted each item, so the report is a sound confirmation of his astuteness.

Mission Statement: Vision, Mission, and Values
Vision
To be a sacred place where peoples of all faiths as well as spiritual seekers can gather in
community to live, work, learn, pray, play, heal and act for justice.

Mission
To be a sacred place where people, as individuals or in intentional community, come
apart to look deeply into their own lives and the world in light of faith and values, and find
their calling to participate in Spirit’s healing work in creation.
To provide a residential setting where people of different faiths or no faiths, cultures,
Nations and spiritual seekers can explore new understandings of neighbour, faith and the
earth and model communities of compassion for the sake of the world.

Values
Community: The company of others invites us into the hospitality and wholeness of God.
 We are not alone.
 Face to face relationships foster in-depth conversations.
 Community is greater than the sum of its parts; we are stronger together.
Sense of “Place”: Our sacred setting is an integral part of the Centre.
 The land on which we sit, and the web of life of which we are a part, is a source of
teaching and renewal that offers a glimpse of the Divine.
 Place is “sacramental,” a symbol that expresses sacred realities that are often
hidden, where God is always and already doing a new thing.
Collaboration: We work in partnership with others with shared values.
 We work within a diverse network of partners coming together for the greater good.
 Learning in community is an integral part of programs at Five Oaks.
Member Working Group Report
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Diversity: We welcome and honour all ages, abilities, cultures, economic and social
circumstances, ethnicities, gender identities, sexual orientations, and a broad
spectrum of belief systems, including secular and multi-faith.
 We hold a deep respect for the experience and giftedness of each person who
participates in programs at Five Oaks and for the wisdom which can arise from
being in circle.
 We believe that there is much for us to learn with and from other communities of
belief and perspective.
Integrity: We are honest, fair and just; what we say and how we act are congruent.
Resilience: We adapt in the presence of challenge and opportunity.
Learning: Programs at Five Oaks inspire connection to Spirit, to faith stories and
traditions, to self, to others and to nature. They inspire action for compassion
and justice while attending to the physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual.
 Programs that are experiential and interactive provide time for integration of new
learnings.
 Each learner needs opportunity to experiment, room to ponder, space to be on the
land in a safe and welcoming environment.
Reverence and Action: We act with deep and courageous respect for the sacredness of
life, in service to all creation, living with wonder and faith.
 Individual retreats, programs and gatherings include opportunities to offer
gratitude for the land, and to acknowledge the Indigenous territory on which we
gather.
 All events include opportunities to offer gratitude for the people with whom we
gather in community.

Role in Society
MWG asked the question: “What Role Can Five Oaks Centre Play in Contemporary
Church, Society and Spirituality Today?”

History
Five Oaks Centre and the other three original United Church Lay Training Centres began
their life confident that they had a role to play in church, society and faith formation. The
Centres were established after the Second World War. The allies had won; the economy
rebounded; a new church was being built almost every day. Things looked good for
many. However, most of the founders of the four original United Church Lay Training
Centres had participated in work camps in war-torn Europe or the slums of North
America and knew that there was a lot that needed mending in the world. They were
keenly aware that world denominations were banding together into the World Council of
Churches to help create a peaceful world.
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With considerable self-assurance, the movement of residential education centres began
to provide people a time apart in creation to look deeper into life as it was then and into
their Christian faith, so that they could live their daily lives in ways that would make their
world a better place.
Five Oaks was founded on principles such as these:
 Celtic spirituality affirming the presence of the goodness of God in everyone
and everything; sources of learning for the faithful are the little book of
scripture and the big book of creation.
This was a radical approach in a time when there was still a strong emphasis on
the innate sinful nature of humanity that needed salvation. The Celtic influence
came out in the recognition of Five Oaks as a ‘thin” place like Iona where the
barrier between the material and spiritual was translucent.
The educational approach at first was intellectual and content oriented. The
Centres contributed a great deal to the training of leaders for the New Curriculum
of the 1960s—a theologically sophisticated and demanding United Church
curriculum for all ages. The Centres quickly caught on to educational design and
process and human relations labs and led the church in this way of learning and
being. They also invited cutting edge theologians and biblical scholars to
encourage and support innovative thinking in the church.
From its beginning, Five Oaks has had a relationship with Indigenous people. A
native spirituality retreat has been held annually at the Centre. The Francis Sandy
Theological Centre began on the site to train Indigenous people for ministry.


Interdenominational cooperation
An ecumenical fountain was built on the Five Oaks grounds to honour the
connection of the Centres to the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the North
American Ecumenical Retreat Centres Organization. Five Oaks staff were active
in these circles and supported and participated in ecumenical learning and work
experiences, bringing ecumenical leaders and offering courses related to themes
provided by the WCC.



Importance of the ministry of the laity of all ages—youth in particular—and
of clergy awareness of the daily ministries of their members
This was a “new” postwar movement. The churches were recognizing the
importance of the laity. They were the hands and feet of Christ and needed to be
equipped at places like the Centres to live out their faith in their daily lives. Six
week, month-long, two week and weekend courses were offered. Five Oaks’ youth
events were regularly oversubscribed, they were so popular. Young adult
Caravaners were trained and sent across the church to serve where they were
needed. New technologies like filmstrips and film were introduced.



Worship and work are one
Five Oaks was built by volunteers. Participants at programs and staff were asked
to contribute physical labour—in construction work, digging potatoes, tending
flower and vegetable gardens, making beds, setting tables, washing dishes,
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sweeping floors. Five times a day a bell was rung; workers paused in their labour
to be reminded over the loudspeaker that their work was the work of God.


Living and learning in community is important
In the early days, staff lived in community onsite in the houses and one wing of the
main building. Being in community during programs was considered a significant
part of integrating learning to be applied back home.



Looking deeply into ourselves, our faith and our world can be transformative
for us and for the world
There were no reservations about publicly acknowledging that the work of the
Centre was about faith and action for good in the world.



Local action can make a difference in the world
The creation of Five Oaks evoked a great deal of local action. Church school
children fund raised; youth and young adult groups, men and women contributed
their skills.
Once built, the Centre supported the work of local congregations across five
United Church Conferences, instilling confidence in their faith and ability to make
the world a better place.
The Centres helped each other out—canned vegetables and cherries were
shared. Five Oaks’ printing press produced calendars and cards for other Centres
and groups.



Centres are an integral part of the mission and ministry of General Council &
the Conferences
The Centre staff were considered partners with staff of Conference and General
Council offices of The United Church of Canada. Centre staff were included in any
planning for educational work in the church—from writing material to providing
training. At one time, Centre grants were dependent upon their programs
implementing General Council programs.
Overseas missionaries stayed at the Centre for part of their furlough and offered
programs. Mutuality and mission partners were welcomed as well.
Because the Centres did so much to implement the programmatic aspects of GCO
and Conference work, considerable funding was provided for capital upkeep and
for staff and programming.

Current Situation
In this century, Centres are called to function in a quite different environment. Churches
and Centres are not as confident in their abilities to mend the tears in creation and
society. Denominations are declining in members, congregations, finances and social
status. The church’s flaws have been exposed – especially in the area of right
relationship with Indigenous people. The United Church and liberal Protestant
denominations like them no longer strive to convert the world and have come to accept
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that they are one faith among many in an enriching and interdependent relationship. Old
dichotomies of good and evil, body and soul, earthy and spiritual have broken down, as
have hierarchies of gender, race, ability and creed. Quantum physics and space
exploration lead to new understandings of our interdependence with all of creation and
new ways of thinking about God and the fundamentals of faith.
What remains constant is people’s need for a sense of meaning and purpose for their
lives, a community to belong to, a place to feel at home, and a connection to something
greater than themselves. Centres such as Five Oaks set in such a “thin” place—where
the spiritual and earthy are so close—can respond to these needs and are essential to
the future life of church and society. Place does matter. The land on which Five Oaks
stands is saturated with the presence of clouds of witnesses who have gathered and
celebrated in community over the centuries. The life energy of two rivers meeting revives
tired souls. The natural setting reminds visitors of our dependence on creation for life and
of the mystery at the heart of life.
Quantum physics purports that a system in chaos must be guided by only one rule as it
seeks to grow and evolve through the discomfort of taking in new information and
circumstances that might knock it into new life. It must remain consistent with itself and
its past and at the same time be open to the “new” that is making itself known. (Margaret
Wheatley, Leadership and the New Science) Thus, it makes sense to try to reconceive
the founding principles of Five Oaks to serve as guides for a new future.
Quantum Theology and Celtic Spirituality invite new understandings
The relatively new discipline of quantum theology joins with the ancient Celtic spirituality
to challenge people of faith to rebirth their understanding of God, of religion, of
humanity’s relationship with creation and all people. Younger generations understand the
interconnectedness of all of life in the depths of their beings. Faith leaders are presented
with the opportunity to learn to communicate the story of their faith from these
perspectives. New language is needed; new ways of communicating; new worship
practices, to convey the compassionate heart of all faiths.


What better place than a residential centre in a natural setting to bring leaders of all ages
together with leading thinkers (in person, online or through their books) to create together
this path into the future.
Ecumenical becomes interfaith/intercultural
Our understanding of ecumenism has broadened from interdenominational to
interfaith/intercultural. People of all faiths and traditions or no faith must work together for
the sake of creation and peace and justice in the world. To do that, people need to know
their own story and that of their neighbours and how they intersect for these purposes.
The Bossey Ecumenical Institute—the motherhouse of ecumenical retreat centres—is
now offering a certificate in interfaith studies. Emmanuel Theological College has an
interfaith faculty. Five Oaks offers a place where people of faith and no faith can meet
face to face in community to listen and learn from each other over time and in depth.


The Truth & Reconciliation Commission has raised the awareness of the Canadian
people and its churches of their destructive role in residential schools. Its
recommendations challenge all citizens and social structures to work towards right
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relationships with Indigenous Peoples. Five Oaks acknowledges that it stands on Six
Nations land and must partner with its people to care for the land and foster healing.
Faith communities want to come together with our Indigenous partners in a sacred place
like Five Oaks to learn how we can live together in a new way.
Ministry of the laity leads the way
In present society, clergy and officials of many faiths have diminishing influence on
institutional power and politics. The ministry of lay members becomes an even more
important vehicle for all faiths to implement the tenets of their faith for the wellbeing of
creation and humanity. Five Oaks has decades of experience of equipping laity of all
ages for ministry and is open to learning and working with other faith and cultural groups.


Offering training with and for youth remains an important contribution to faith groups and
society. The almost universal use of social media and technology in this age group
makes learning and living in a supportive community and in nature even more important.
Many congregations can no longer pay full time ministers, or traditionally don’t do so.
Five Oaks already offers training for licensed lay worship leaders for the United Church.
There is plenty of room for other faiths to offer structured residential programs to train
leadership.
Worship and work models alternative ways of living together
In situations of financial constraint, Five Oaks offers greater flexibility in accommodation
from communal to hotel style. For a lower rate, some groups and individuals can choose
to do their own work—cooking and cleaning and bringing sleeping bags. Others may
provide necessary volunteer labour in lieu of paying a full fee. In a consumption-oriented
society, life at the Centre models a simpler, more common life. Groups will be able to
choose how much or little service they would like.


Care of creation has a much higher profile as climate change becomes more
problematic. Five Oaks provides a spiritual focus on the land and a sense of place and
lots of practical experience in caring for the earth that can be applied in wider society.
People still express the need to step out of their daily occupations and go to a sacred
place to reflect. Daily worship sets life in context. The creation of a new
interfaith/intercultural worship space would symbolize our new direction.
 Living and learning in community provides a model for public life
Space travel and the internet have dramatically expanded views of the world. At the
same time, experiences of intimate community become more necessary for human
wholeness. Living together if only for a weekend at Five Oaks, enables group participants
to be more deeply in communion—mutually giving and receiving.

Our Canadian society has become much more multi-faith but not yet more tolerant. In our
world and in our own neighbourhoods, we experience violent and heart-breaking
incidents of religious and cultural intolerance. Religion and Indigenous culture still play a
public role. Five Oaks can contribute to making that role positive and constructive by
joining in partnership with other faiths and with Indigenous people to think, pray, eat, play
and make meaningful connections with each other and with creation. As they learn to live
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in residence together, and intentionally engage with one another, people can become
literate in each other’s sacred texts and traditions; they will discover common concerns
and create a just and compassionate model of being together in creation that can be
applied to everyday public life.
One or more of the houses on Five Oaks property can accommodate long-term residents
—young adults or families—who would live together, care for the land, offer hospitality
and spend time intentionally developing this model in more depth.
Looking deeply into ourselves, our faith and our world requires time and a
place in which to be transformed
In an age when there is active animosity towards organized religion, individuals and
groups need a safe place to come apart and openly be who they are and what they are
meant to be; to be strengthened in their resolve to live and serve faithfully. Five Oaks can
be that place of renewal. Being on the land, caring for it and enjoying its beauty can
transform us into stewards of creation. When people and the world are so aware of
brokenness, Five Oaks provides a healing place through its beautiful natural setting and
spiritual retreats, programs and services.


Local action makes a difference for creation and human understanding
There is intense concern for our environment and a seeking for ways to sustain it. Five
Oaks can model local actions to church and community—organic gardening, care of the
land, upgrade of buildings, protection of the water, trees, birds, creatures. Our
interfaith/intercultural community, as it works through the challenges of life together and
learns from the experience, will send out widening ripples into the pond of life.


Centre teams with the United Church, other faiths, cultures and
organizations
Five Oaks will continue to offer programs to support the mission and ministry of The
United Church of Canada. The Centre anticipates the possibility of teaming with
Conferences (or Regional Councils) and General Council staff and receiving grants for
new ministries and for programs. The Centre acknowledges that no operating funding will
be available.


The Centre will now partner with other faith and cultural groups to maintain the buildings
and land of Five Oaks. These partners would be fully integrated into the governance,
mission, vision and implementation of the Centre. Full partners and other program
partners will apply together for grants to undertake some key programs and projects.

A Yearning for a Place “To Dwell”
The concept of “place” is one thread that weaves through these principles alongside that
of “community.” People who study postmodernity notice that one of the things that people
have lost is precisely this “sense of place.” They are no longer sure about their place in
the world. They feel out of place. There is no place where they can say they belong. And
that runs against who we are as human beings. To be human is to be “placed”—to find
common life in relation with others.
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So, what happens to programs that are not rooted in “place”? What value do we put on
places like Labyrinth, Forest, River? These places we inhabit with all of God’s creation
teach us in ways that a lecture cannot. They mission us to places inside us where God is
always and already doing a new thing. They restore in us a deep humility.
People today yearn for these places, where they can “dwell” or feel the “ancient
harmonies.” To many who come to Five Oaks, place is “sacrament,” a symbol that
expresses sacred realities that are often hidden, like a treasure in the field.
At a time when people everywhere are seeking to recover a sense of “place,” it is time to
acknowledge rather than dismiss its importance in the life of church, mosque, synagogue
and circle. It is time to reflect more deeply into the role of “place” in our theology, mission
and ministry.
It is time to lift the ways that place shapes our faith and practice. Place is what grounds
our common life. Neighborhood, church, office and factory are places where we witness
and worship. Something very important disappears when society loses its sense of place.
The places that root us are places where we do the work that reconnects us to who we
are. We are shaped by our relationships with place. One way we can minister is to offer
more rather than less opportunities for us to be in places where we can feel the sacred
presence. (Credit: Rafael Vallejo)
The foundational principles viewed through a present-day lens and in the context
of the modern-day need for community and place, point to significant roles that
Five Oaks and Centres like it can play in contemporary church, society and
spirituality.

Partnerships
Our vision, mission, values and reconceived foundational principles invite us to look for
partnerships in the following directions:
 Faith communities (the Muslim community for a start) and cultural communities
(particularly Indigenous) that would be willing to work with the Centre
 Organizations exploring evolving expressions of Christian faith and spirituality
 Organizations concerned with the healing of people and creation
 Youth and children’s ministries and services
 Groups supportive of our values that might want to live and work on site
 Social justice groups that work locally and more broadly
Criteria:
 Desire to share the vision
 Willing to financially support the ministry of the Centre
 Willing to help maintain the buildings and the land through volunteer and financial
support
 Share Five Oaks values
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We conceived of four types of partners:
 Full Partners
 Program Partners
 Financial Partners
 Volunteer Partners
Full Partners participate as full members of the Board of Directors undertaking
responsibilities for policy-making and management. They commit to:
 Making an initial financial contribution to indicate serious intent and to raising
funds annually for the operations of Five Oaks
 Recruiting volunteers to serve on the Board and working groups related to
program, site planning and maintenance, fund raising
 Participating in planning and leading interfaith/intercultural events
 Working together to obtain grants for programs, research, site development
 Taking responsibility for their own programming
The advantages for full partners are:
 Having a safe and sacred place that a community can call its own
 Connecting faith and traditions to care of the earth on beautiful land, in lush forest
beside running water
 Being a founding member of one of the first interfaith/intercultural residential
centres in Canada
 Contributing to a model of interfaith/ intercultural understanding and action so
important for society today
 Participating in an opportunity to strengthen each other
 Knowing that time is reserved for their own programs and events
 Sharing in promotion of events through website and newsletter
 Having a say in how the site is used and developed
The MWG decided to seek out partners with the assumption of abundance and of
enough for all. Over its history, donors, members and the community have given
generously of money, goods, time and talent in good times and lean. The Spirit has
inspired many to support the role of Five Oaks in church and community. Could it not lift
the wings of a new and faithful vision?
We operated out of gratitude. General Council and Conferences have been generous
supporters of the work of the Centre. The image of Jesus inviting the disciples to cast
their empty nets over the other side of their boats informed our thinking. These fishers
had once hauled up overflowing catches from one side of the boat. Because the “fishing”
on that side was decreasing didn’t mean there wasn’t a promise of abundance coming on
“the other side” with different partners and new ways of raising funds and keeping the
Centre full of guests and activity.
The MWG felt a call to seek an alternative future for Five Oaks. One mark of call is that
we cannot NOT follow it. Another is to feel overwhelmed by that call with a sense that we
cannot do it alone. We need a power greater than ourselves and we need others to join
with us. The first group we approached to do so was the membership and supporters of
Five Oaks. We believed that among these folks there were many ideas, contacts and
resources that could lead us in new directions.
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To discover those resources, the MWG sent out a survey in June 2016 to everyone on
the Five Oaks mailing list. Members followed up on all respondents’ suggestions for
possible partners, users and sources of funding. In September 2016, folks who offered to
help in this search for a new future were invited to an event called Roots and Wings.
Three possible directions arose from that gathering—interfaith/intercultural, personal
healing, and care of the earth. We think these three directions could be lived out through
the partners with whom we are now exploring a new future.

Full Partners
Six Nations
When Five Oaks Centre continued hosting and offering programs instead of closing,
Rhonda Johns—Five Oaks Board member, attendee at Native Spirituality retreats and
Program Coordinator of Nations Uniting on the Six Nations reserve—had a dream. In her
work, she engaged with a lot of seniors, many of them residential school survivors, and
with youth who don’t know who they are and where they belong. Observing this
intergenerational dynamic, she realized that many on the reserve needed to experience
healing. She asked herself what she could do. The answer that came was to create a
healing centre in partnership with Six Nations and Five Oaks, so that those who feel lost
can experience a place where they belong, where they can be close to the water and on
the land with all that nature offers. She sees Five Oaks as a place where elders can
teach their traditions to youth and help them discover their own spirituality. She wanted to
offer this dream based on her listening to community people to find out what they want
and what they would want a healing centre to provide.
She spoke to Lonny Bomberry, retired lawyer for the Six Nations Council and Phil
Montour, Lands and Resources staff. They both thought this was a great idea and
encouraged her to proceed. She spoke to the Health Director for the Community who
sent out Rhonda’s idea to her network and received positive support. Staff from Ontario
Mental Health and from child protection services and addiction programs for young youth
in the Ministry of Children and Youth Services have spoken with Rhonda. They reported
that they are always looking for places for retreats in nature. Five Oaks is such a close
and convenient location, attractive also to other Nations and Indigenous groups who seek
respite from cities.
Finally, she spoke with Ava Hill, the Six Nations elected Chief. She and Rhonda met with
representatives from Five Oaks to consider this proposal. Ava was enthusiastic and
arranged for her, Council members and staff to visit Five Oaks to view the site and
consider next steps. A presentation of the partnership proposal was made to the
February 21st, 2017 Six Nations Council Meeting. At the March 21st meeting of Council,
the following motion was passed:
Moved by Mark Hill and seconded by Sherri-lyn Pierce that the Six Nations
Elected Council supports O Gwadeni: deo and Social Services in entering into a
partnership with Five Oaks for one year, in the amount of Fifty Thousand dollars
($50,000) and that O Gwadeni:deo and Social Services discuss plans based on
satisfactory arrangements.
ALL IN FAVOUR. CARRIED.
Payment has already been gratefully received. The fervent hope is that the partnership
will work well and continue into the future.
Member Working Group Report
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Muslim Community
The news that Five Oaks might close reached Kofi Hope, Executive Director for Careers
Education Empowerment for Young Black Professionals. As a United Church youth, he
attended events at Five Oaks. He later led events at the Centre. Shocked at this news,
he contacted friends to tell them and to explore ways to “save” Five Oaks. One of the
friends was Ausma Malik, now working for the Atkinson Foundation, who had led a
national youth leadership training event at Five Oaks with Kofi. She and her brother
Abdul-Rehman felt a call to help Five Oaks continue to do its important work. Their view
was that we all are lesser if Five Oaks were allowed to diminish; that we need to
strengthen each other’s community of faith and act for peace and justice and care of the
earth together. Kofi contacted Mardi Tindal, Director of the Centre when he was involved.
All four of them came to visit the site and talk with the present Director, Rafael Vallejo.
Abdul-Rehman and Ausma left that visit committed to work with the Muslim philanthropic
community to raise funds to show their commitment to being partners with Five Oaks
Centre. They expressed the conviction that in these times, there needs to be a place like
Five Oaks where Muslim groups can feel safe; where they belong; where they are
accepted. They strongly support the concept of an interfaith/intercultural centre where
people of faith or no faith can explore the depths of each other’s faith and traditions to
find the wisdom to meet the challenges of life today. In the process, such dialogue will
enrich each tradition. The fact that Five Oaks is on the sacred ground of the Six Nations
people and that Six Nations will also be a partner in the life of the Centre is very
appealing.
Their plan now is to find the funds ($25,000. is already committed) to ensure the
partnership and then approach a variety of Muslim organizations to make use of Five
Oaks Centre and build involvement. Abdul-Rehman Malik writes of his vision and
commitment, in the following Statement of Support:
STATEMENT OF SUPPORT
(The following is from Abdul-Rehman Malik; Board Member, Muslim Chaplaincy of
Toronto)
Since veteran Toronto activist and Atkinson Foundation board member Ausma
Malik told me in early 2016 that there was a distinct possibility that Five Oaks
might close permanently and cease to be a site for training, healing and retreat, I
felt agitated and deeply concerned. Given the political context that we are living in
and the challenges we face to preserve and engender a socially just, merciful and
inclusive society, the need to have safe spaces which can facilitate meaningful
dialogue and cross-cultural encounter has never been more urgent. Five Oaks
began as a place which was God-centered, but welcoming to all. It was a place
where generation after generation of peacemakers and bridge builders were
trained and given the tools to—literally—change the world. It was a place that saw
itself as being stewards over land that belonged to the first nations. It was a place
which created fellowship with other centres from all over the world that knew how
important spaces for retreat and reflection are to the work of serving others.
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As a Canadian Muslim, who lives in London, England and works and reports from
all over the world, I know what spaces like this could mean for our communities. I
have a long history of activism in Toronto and around the country. I know that
Muslim communities need to create partnerships and meaningful bonds of
fraternity with people of conscience, faith and social justice—not just to address
the challenges of now, but to envision a more inclusive and richer tomorrow.
When I began to engage with members of the Five Oaks family, my initial hope
was to try and convince some of the more significant Muslim philanthropic donors
to invest in Five Oaks and be involved in taking stewardship for the site. Based on
the conversations I began to have with Muslim activists, teachers, organizers,
religious and civil society leaders, I wanted Muslim communities to be involved in
stewardship of:
PLACE—the sacred site on which Five Oaks sits and the legacy of those who
have created such a unique physical environment;
PAST—to honour the work of generations of people who came, used and built the
site and left part of their spirit there;
PEOPLE—to harness the creativity, experience, skills of the people who guide
and run the site now and have contributed to it in the past; and
PURPOSE—to preserve the sacred purpose on which Five Oaks was founded
and expand its aspiration.
A group of us—Canadian Muslims like Toronto School Board Trustee and
Atkinson Director Ausma Malik, University of Toronto’s Muslim Chaplain Amjad
Tarsin, educators Naushaad Suliman and Sian Midgley, CBC journalist Nazim
Baksh—began to dream about what we as individuals from within Muslim
communities could bring to the site. New communities of use certainly, more
revenue streams along with new programs and educational opportunities. But we
wanted to dream bigger: we imagined National Interfaith Leadership Institute for
Social Justice which would bring people of many faiths and confessions together
to train for peace and non-violence (a kind of Highlander Institute for 21st century
Canada); we imagined Laboratories for Social Change, where we could begin to
tackle some of most difficult social, political, economic and ethical challenges; and
we thought about how Five Oaks could facilitate thought leadership.
In conversations with Mardi, Yvonne, Rafael and others, these ideas began to take
shape into what is this proposal and business plan. We are imagining a new kind
of space that builds on everything that Five Oaks has been and everything it has
represented since its inception.
We are imagining the first space, the first site, the first centre in the country that
*intentionally* bring together First Nations with Canadians of different faith in a
desire to make a better home and to find not only common ground and common
cause, but a renewed common language of spirituality and faith that is authentic to
our traditions, but that is universally accessible.
We dream that Five Oaks will be a place of retreat, and will provide unique moral
and ethical leadership in these fraught times. That it will model inclusivity. That it
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will model the best kind of dialogue and that will create a place for all people and
all faiths to find spiritual home and authenticity. We are honoured to have helped
shape this new vision and we want to continue to grow and develop it.
Thus far we have commitments of $25,000. We are speaking to individuals and
organizations who are willing to increase that number. We hope to make
a commitment of $75k-100k to the preservation and more importantly the future
development of Five Oaks. We are currently reaching out to several Canadian
Muslim charities to sign up their support. Yvonne has been reaching out to Muslim
communities outside the GTA as well, and the interest is not only real, it is
enthusiastic.
We see the importance of engaging with established Canadian Muslims
organizations and charities, but at the same time we certainly believe in the
importance of individuals with energy and commitment especially in a project like
this. Ultimately, Five Oaks is going to need people who believe in it and who will
help its governance and guide it into its next phase. I certainly want Canadian
Muslims to be joining hands with others to do so.
Raising money especially in Muslim communities is challenging. There is a lot of
demand on the “Muslim Dollar.” We will continue to work over the coming weeks
and months to make the case for Five Oaks. Once we start “doing” at Five Oaks,
we will begin to model our vision. Making the vision real will help make a
convincing economic case for support Five Oaks.
Abdul-Rehman Malik
Board Member, Muslim Chaplaincy of Toronto
Marion Pardy, former Moderator of The United Church of Canada, attended and
facilitated many workshops at Five Oaks when she was national staff. When she visited
Five Oaks during her term, she asked for multi-faith participation. The imam of Brantford
was an enthusiastic participant. Recently, when she heard of the direction in which the
MWG was moving, she suggested that we contact Mahmoud Haddera, former imam of
the Mosque in St. John’s and a Professor of Engineering at Memorial University who now
resides in London, Ontario. He is still involved in interfaith work and willingly contacted
Belal Tassi (also an engineer) of the London branch of the Muslim Association of Canada
(MAC). They, along with Imam Abu Noman Tarek of Brantford, visited Five Oaks and
committed to pursuing a possible partnership. Some of their youth groups had already
used Five Oaks for their own events.
This London based Muslim community is enthusiastic about pursuing a partnership with
Five Oaks and has appointed Omar Hassam to function as negotiator. He has visited the
site and is most supportive of what we are trying to accomplish. He respects our
willingness to put our faith into practice. He is confident that he can raise $25,000. He will
approach his local branch and the provincial offices of the Canadian Muslim association
for endorsement.
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YMCA
Brandon McClounie, General Manager, YMCA Cedar Glen Outdoor Centre, attended
camp leadership training events at Five Oaks in his youth and went on to give leadership
in this training process. When he heard that the Centre might be for sale, he brought
John Schmitt, Vice-President of Camping and Outdoor Education for YMCA of Greater
Toronto to explore the sight.
When the direction changed and a membership survey was sent out, Brandon was the
first to respond, suggesting exploring partnership with the YMCA. He and John came for
another visit and brought along Andy Gruppe, General Manager of YMCA Wanakita of
the YMCA of Hamilton, Burlington, and Brantford. They seek to serve the community
west of Brantford towards Woodstock and saw the potential for holding day camps, some
overnight and family camps and week-day outdoor education programs.
Brandon wrote on February 27, 2017 on behalf of John and Andy, that he was “happy to
say that we are interested in continuing our discussions with the aim of formalizing a
partnership between our three organizations. This will entail further future meetings
between all of us but for the time being we are comfortable with you indicating to your
board our intentions. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.”
On March 1, 2017, he wrote, “I think the best way forward is to reconvene following your
Board Meeting on March 22nd. At this time, we would be interested in hearing any
developments coming out of this meeting. As well do a deeper dive into how you envision
the multiple partnerships you have outlined below working together and/or sharing the
space. It would be a good opportunity for us to also share our thoughts on multiple
partnerships. We have examples of our own partnerships within each of our Associations
that we could draw upon to propose a couple different models for consideration.
However, I think it is best to start with your vision. Please feel free to share a couple
dates that could work for your team to meet, perhaps in April, and we will coordinate our
schedules and confirm.”
General Council Permanent Committee: Program for Mission and Ministry
In February 2017, the Permanent Committee of General Council granted Five Oaks,
Tatamagouche, and Naramata Centres the sum of $50,000 each for this year only. Five
Oaks has already received these funds with gratitude. Although this committee will not
participate in the operations of the Centre in the same way as the partners mentioned
above, this General Council Committee is providing core funding for which the Centre will
be accountable.
Future sources of funding exist under the umbrella of the United Church Foundation.
New Ministries, Seeds of Hope and Embracing the Spirit all provide grants for new
projects. New Ministries supports multi-year projects while the other two are only for one
year. The United Church Capital Assistance Program will provide loans for building
upgrades that must be repaid. The . Member Working Group has been assured that Five
Oaks will be eligible for grants as long as the criteria are met.
General Council staff has often given leadership in programs at Five Oaks. It is hoped
that relationship will continue.
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Formalizing Partnerships
Currently, our full partnerships would be formalized by agreeing with the expectations
and advantages as set out in the Seeking Partnership document (Appendix 1). Once
agreed, work meetings will be set up this spring to determine the program needs (and
therefore time and space requirements) of each partner and to develop interfaith/
intercultural programs together. The assumption is that we would start with a modest
number of programs. Other work teams will be activated as well, which would require
representatives from each partner.
Our partners would be encouraged to recruit members for the Annual General Meeting
and candidates to run for the Board.
Since we are creating a path as we walk together, it is suggested that the By-Laws of the
Corporation remain in place for the time being. As our relationships develop, we will
decide together what needs to be modified and whether more legal agreements are
required. Five Oaks Christian Workers Centre will remain owners of the land for the time
being. The full partners become shared stewards of the land and managers of the place.
However, since our partners will recruit and elect members, they will in that sense be part
of the ownership.

Program Partners
These partners are committed to holding regular events at the Centre on an ongoing
basis to help ensure maximum occupancy. In some cases, they may join with Five Oaks
staff to seek grants or bursaries for their programs. Or, they may provide grants for
programs that fulfill goals relevant to their interests.
Fox Institute of Creation Spirituality
Marvin Anderson, Chair of this Institute, met with Rafael Vallejo, Five Oaks Executive
Director. The Institute will begin offering residential and online degrees in 2017 and 2018
respectively. They would be willing to consider using Five Oaks as a Canadian venue for
its courses.
School of Celtic Consciousness
John Philip Newell, prominent teacher of spirituality, former Warden of Iona, is
developing Schools of Celtic Consciousness. Yvonne Stewart met with him when he was
guest speaker in Guelph in November 2016. Rafael Vallejo followed up with a letter and
email communication. As a result, John Philip Newell has agreed to make Five Oaks the
Canadian base for his school starting in July 2018. He suggests that someone from Five
Oaks attend the School in Colorado this spring to learn how this program is organized.
Centre for Courage and Renewal
The Centre for Courage and Renewal program, Courage to Lead, has been hosted at
Five Oaks for decades. It holds events four times a year through the week. When it was
announced that the Centre was closing, the program booked accommodation elsewhere
for future programs. In a recent conversation with Mardi Tindal, one of the leaders, she
agreed that if full kitchen and house-keeping services are available, the Centre for
Courage and Renewal is willing to once again be a program partner with Five Oaks.
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Our plan is to encourage more of this type of partnership.
Five Central Conferences of United Church of Canada—London, Hamilton,
Manitou, Toronto, Bay of Quinte
These Conferences have had a long and fruitful team relationship with Centre staff
providing leadership in programs, which serve their mission and constituencies. We trust
that this program partnership will continue with the staff of future structural entities such
as Regional Councils and that funding may be available for relevant programs.

Financial Partners
Financial Partners are contributors to regular fundraising campaigns, sustaining monthly
donors, investors in faith bonds, those who leave end of life gifts, churches, presbyteries
and conferences (or other faith or cultural bureaucratic structures) that contribute grants
and staff to programs and distribute funds from sales of buildings.

Volunteer Partners
Volunteer Partners serve on work teams to maintain the site, act as volunteer hosts for
programs, help set up for special events and offer their talents for tasks required for the
operating of the Centre.
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Oaten Institute Programming
The Oaten Institute is Five Oaks’ way to highlight the programs for guests who are part of
or interested in, The United Church of Canada.

Mission
The Oaten Institute equips, empowers and encourages all God's people to minister in the
church and in the world.

Goals
The Oaten Institute at Five Oaks is a valuable resource providing education for faith
formation and leadership development within The United Church of Canada and other
denominations. Rooted in a profound belief in the ministry of all people and in the
conviction that the future of the Church rests in a strong and empowered laity, the
primary focus of the Oaten Institute is to equip and empower lay leaders for ministry in
the Church and for the healing of the world. The following are the goals of the Oaten
Institute:
 Build on the vision of Bev Oaten, the founding director of Five Oaks, and seek to
be as creative and courageous as he was.
 Be responsive to emerging priorities and needs of The United Church of Canada
as we strive to enliven mission, deepen faith and follow the Spirit's leading.
 Provide learning opportunities for ministry personnel in partnership with Emmanuel
College and other partners to strengthen a Canadian perspective in continuing
education.
 Create space for learning to take place on the land at Five Oaks as we seek to live
out Five Oaks' mission of "Inspiring connection to Spirit, to Self, to Each Other and
to Nature."
 Provide space and time for people to discern Christ's call and to recognize and
honour the gifts of the Spirit.
 Live out the vision of Christ's church as outlined in The United Church of
Canada's "A Song of Faith."

Philosophy
Our programs inspire connection to Spirit; to Self; to Each Other; and to Nature,
especially to this sacred space called Five Oaks. Offerings for these connections to be
made are done while attending to the physical, emotional, spiritual and intellectual
aspects of the individual.
Oaten Institute programs and retreats at Five Oaks are guided by the following values:
Embodiment: In order to connect with ourselves we must begin with our own bodies.
Spirituality is that which makes us feel fully alive—and this sense of ‘aliveness’ is
embodied. We seek to connect body, mind and soul to foster wholeness and integration.
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Listening: We seek to listen within ourselves and to each other to encourage a deeper
connection and understanding. We listen within ourselves to our ‘inner teacher’ for the
wisdom that resides in our lived experience to foster awareness and reflection. Through
these practices, we grow in compassion and promote peace in the world.
Presence: Programs will invite participants to be present as fully as possible in every
moment, mindful of the gift of each moment.
A New Cosmology: We understand that our existence is deeply intertwined with the
evolving web of life. As Chief Seattle says: “Humankind has not woven the web of life.
We are but one thread within it. Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All
things are bound together. All things connect.” We also seek to live out the First Nations
teaching of ‘all my relations,’ which affirms that we are all connected. At Five Oaks, we
seek to live out these teachings and come to a deeper awareness of our interconnection
with the ecosystem as well as nurture well-being by encouraging connection with nature.
Beloved Community: Programs are rooted in an understanding that Jesus modeled a
way that was radically inclusive of all people—breaking down barriers and promoting
reconciliation. We seek to ensure that all are included and able to be fully themselves.
We sit in circle to symbolize that all people are equal and that we value the wisdom that
arises from being in circle together. We seek to understand each other, learn from each
other and shape each other. At the beginning of every program, we build community and
create a covenant together in order to nurture a safe environment where transformation
is made possible. (The term ‘beloved community’ is from an early 20th century
theologian, later adopted by Martin Luther King Jr.)
Solidarity with Indigenous Peoples: We do this by acknowledging the Indigenous
peoples’ territory in which we are situated. We take care of the land and resources. We
learn about Indigenous peoples’ (particularity Haudenosaunee) culture and history. We
learn, from our Indigenous brothers and sisters, spirituality and teachings as appropriate
ways to deepen appreciation and respect. We reflect on the legacy of colonialism and
seek to deconstruct the ways of the dominant white culture that continues to marginalize
Indigenous people. As the Song of Faith states, “We can discover our place as one
strand in the web of life. We can grow in wisdom and compassion. We can recognize all
people as kin.”
Divine Mystery: We are mindful of the wide variety of expressions of the Divine that
exist. We remember that in many religious traditions the name of God is not spoken.
During Five Oaks programs, many different expressions of the Divine will be explored
and honoured and not one particular metaphor or name for the Divine will be used. In this
way “we witness to Holy Mystery who is Wholly Love.” (From the Song of Faith)
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Program Offerings
At this point in time, Five Oaks programming that continues under the Oaten Institute
envelope, includes but is not limited to:
 NEOS
 Licensed Lay Worship Leader
 Hand In Hand (Pastoral Care)
 Forest Church
 Silent Guided Retreats
 Confirmation Weekends
 Fall Youth Retreats
 Avodah—“Where Work and Worship are One”
These are core programs in the initial year. In addition, new programs are being created,
such as Luther’s Legacies. This program will commemorate and celebrate the
500th anniversary of the beginning of the Reformation with leadership from Emmanuel
College, Queen’s School of Religion, and Waterloo Lutheran Seminary.
As programs are developed in other Full Partner streams, it is anticipated that there will
also be programs that are not just for that one stream, but rather are inclusive of all
streams. As witnessed in the needs of the world today and our partnership plans, our
goal is to assist our partners in providing sacred space for their existing programs and
developing new programs together. The Program Team as outlined in the Governance
section of this document will endeavour to be open to seeking new integrated programs
with all our partners. The Oaten Institute will continue to evolve and assist Five Oaks live
into truly being an interfaith/intercultural sacred place for all.

Governance
Governance Model
The Board of Directors of the Five Oaks Education and Retreat Centre will use, for the
time being, a Policy/Management style of governance with the assistance of volunteer
Working Teams who will share in the implementation of policy. This approach will be
reviewed and revised as the vision, mission and staffing complement of the Centre
evolve in practice.
The motivation for such an emphasis arises from the four themes of Bev Oaten, founding
director of Five Oaks: Work, Worship, Learning, and Witness. Specifically, members will
witness to the mission that now is the time for people of faith and no faith to understand
each other at a deep level. The goal is for Five Oaks to be a place where people of
different faiths, cultures and Nations come together to learn more about their own faith
and culture, but also to learn about each other’s. Remembering that Five Oaks began
principally as a lay-training centre, opportunities for members to volunteer “hands-on”
work will exist. A sharing of how members have worked in the world for peace and
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justice that is for greater sensitivity to other’s beliefs and practices, could be a segment of
the annual members’ discernment event. Because patterns of prayer are habitual at Five
Oaks, invitations for a time for worship will be formative for those who participate.

Board of Directors
While Five Oaks slowly discerns its staffing requirements during this time of living into a
new vision, the Board’s style of operation will be that of Policy/Management. The Board
will make policy, but they will also be involved in management and implementation
through participation on Working Teams. It is proposed that the Board consist of nine
elected members with voting privileges. The board will also include one non-voting
Spiritual Director appointed by the board, who will offer reflective wisdom during times of
decision. Individuals will be recruited based on their passion for the mission of Five Oaks,
and the skills and knowledge required for each team. Board members will be elected for
a three-year term. Present board members, are asked to discern if they are called to the
management board structure, and to reflect upon whether they possess the gifts and
skills of the this format. Some may chose to retire, which will instigate the seeking out
and filling of positions fitting the needs of the new management style Board and its
Working Teams. There will be space on the Board to have our partners represented.
Board members will elect colleagues to the positions of Chair, Secretary and Treasurer.
Board members will also serve on a Working Team—for example, a Board member with
financial expertise would serve on the Finance Team and report their work to meetings of
the Board of Directors. Working Teams will be: Program; Partners; Finance;
Communications; Operations; Fundraising and Donor Development; Property, and
Governance.
Initially, the Board will meet monthly, possibly reducing the number of meetings as
operations and staffing become established. The Working Teams will meet as the need
arises. The members of each team would be recruited through interfaith / intercultural
networks and meetings of the Membership to represent the partners, and they would
become members of the corporation of Five Oaks Centre (membership fee, $20.00
annually). Each staff person will work with appropriate team(s), which pertain to their job.
When hired, the Executive Director of Five Oaks is an ex officio member of the Board
and all Working Teams.

Working Teams
The following describes each Working Team, and outlines the mandate of each team.
The teams will consist of a board member, recruited volunteers with an affinity for the
team, and staff as is fitting to their job descriptions.
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Below is the Board Structure and working team structure with some tentative name
assignments, as examples of work being done at present time by Member Working
Group / Board members:

Board Chair

Governance Team

Board

Board Secretary
Board Member(s)

Fundraising & Donor
Development

Board Treasurer

Finance Team

Board Member(s),
Yvonne Stewart

Partner Team

Board Member(s)

Program Team

Board Member(s),
Cindo Peterson

Communications
Team

Board Member(s)

Property Team

Board Member(s),
Jayne Little

Operations Team

Governance Team:
Meeting minimally three times a year, the Governance Team will seek to expand the
number of individuals with paid membership in the Five Oaks Education and Retreat
Centre. This team will periodically review the governance model by evaluating the
effectiveness of the Working Teams and the Board of Directors and recommending any
necessary changes. The Governance Team will recruit and nominate individuals to be
members of the Board of Directors. Part of the Governance Team’s assignment will be to
share the opportunities or openings on the board with partners.
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The Governance Team will prepare the programming for the Annual General Meeting.
This team will host and offer the programming for the Membership Event, likely
scheduled for early January, when all members will be invited to participate in an
overnight session at Five Oaks (7:00 p.m. one evening to 4:00 p.m. the next day). The
purpose of such a gathering is for the membership to contribute to the discernment of the
mission objectives and to suggest possible strategies to accomplish them. Consensus at
the Membership Event will shape resolutions brought to the Board of Directors and the
AGM. This team will nominate from the membership those recommended for
appointment to the Working Teams. (However, it should be noted that teams will have
the freedom to recruit their own volunteer consultants to provide needed expertise,
SME—Subject Matter Experts).
Fundraising and Donor Development Team:
Meeting when necessary (minimally three times per year), this team will explore and
implement marketing and fundraising opportunities. Revenue will be generated through
multiple streams, with promotion done online, through periodic emails, and through
promotion via congregations, judicatories, and partners. Revenue generation oversight of
this team includes:
 Faith Bonds (debentures) invested by individuals, congregations, judicatories, or
partners with staggered maturity at 3, 5 & 7 yrs. Re-investment of a matured Faith
Bond may occur; donation of the interest payment or the principal may also be
encouraged.
 Major gifts campaign, including stocks and bonds or property. The Team will
nurture major donors (individual or organizations).
 End-of-life gifts (wills, bequests, annuities).
 Annual major fundraising campaign. This campaign will be done by email, plus
print copy to mailing list of those not online.
 PAR program. Members and the greater Five Oaks community will be encouraged
to enrol.
 Online donations, with options for one-time credit card gifts or to receive
information about PAR, faith bonds, major gifts of stocks/bonds/property, or endof-life gifts.
 Grant writing, e.g. Pew Trust, United Church of Canada Foundation, local County
of Brant community grants, Seniors Horizon grants, Trillium grants, government
summer student grants, and other grants.
 Direct appeals to congregations and presbyteries.
Finance Team:
Meeting when necessary (minimally three times per year,) the Finance Team will work
with the Board Treasurer and Financial Administrator to finalize the annual budget,
review financial statements, support the work required for the annual financial review and
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prepare any ad hoc communication about finances to the membership. This team will
have the overall responsibility for ensuring that a balanced budget with sufficient
revenues is developed annually and approved by the Five Oaks Board. Sufficient
reserves mean monies to cover operating costs, maintenance, replacement reserve, and
contingency. This Team will manage budget development for all activities, and is
responsible for the financial relationship between Five Oaks and its partners. The chair of
the Finance Team is the Board Treasurer, and the Financial Administration staff person
resources the team, in consultation with the Executive Director (when this position is
filled).
Partners Team:
This team is designed to build and nurture partnerships. Their goal is to ensure partners
are engaged, and needs are being met. They look for the long-term life of the
partnerships and seek ways to engage partners. With partners being new, that could be
anything from financial dialogues to staff dialogues. They walk with the partners. This
team is urgently required in the early months of experiencing the intercultural and
interfaith Five Oaks, meeting as often as once per month initially, lessening to bi-monthly
within the first year, to as needed after that.
Program Team:
This team may meet up to five times a year. Team Members will discern what programs
will be offered and how to co-ordinate the schedule so that all partners’ interests are
included. They will plan interfaith / intercultural programs and events. Historically, at Five
Oaks a “programming circle” existed. This group supported, mentored, and visioned with
the Program Director to develop and deliver programs. The Program Team will operate in
a similar fashion. Similarly, it is hoped that at this time the new Five Oaks partners will
develop their own programs and we will work together to facilitate cross-cultural/interfaith
programs. Above all, members of the Program Team are the long-term visionaries:
dreamers with theological and cultural references.
To facilitate the delivery of programs, Program Administrator(s) will be resourced to meet
the needs of partners and, potentially, hosted groups. In consultation with the Partner
Team, Program Administrator(s) will be sourced either as paid staff or volunteer. Each
Program Administrator will look after organizing programs in their stream and will focus
on delivery. They will ensure the booking of buildings, meeting rooms and equipment,
and the assigning of bedrooms. Other tasks will include a smooth registration process;
communicating details to the caterer, and arranging for promotion, including on the Five
Oaks website. Program Administrators may also engage with Volunteer Associates to
provide hosting and hospitality assistance during programs. All Program Administrators
will report to the Operations Manager. Finally, Program Administrators, and, when
necessary, members from other Working Teams, will work with appropriate teams to
obtain grants for programs.
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Survey responses from program participants that summarize their learning and evaluate
their experience will be used to inform future planning. The pricing policy for programs
will be formulated by the Program Team in cooperation with members from the
Operations Team and the Operations Manager.
Communications Team:
The Communications Team is engaged in the life and work of Five Oaks, sharing
opportunities and news with the community. It seeks input from all the working teams. A
key task is to protect and maintain the integrity of the Five Oaks brand.
Recognizing the importance of input from all aspects of the organization, it develops a
communications plan, sharing with the other teams so that they know how and when to
engage. Examples include the timing of monthly newsletters, fundraising initiatives and
updates to websites and social media.
Communication is performed in multiple forms, as listed below. Though the overarching
message being shared is often the same, the actual composition, presentation and timing
is different for each methodology.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Website content
Social Media: Facebook groups, Twitter
Email
Printed media
Videos
Letter campaigns
Handouts, publications

The Communication Team engages with volunteer resources in the Five Oaks
community with writing, editing and design skills. In addition, the Communication Team
seeks ways to manage the various target audiences’ distribution lists, including ensuring
meeting all legal requirements for mailing lists. The team is responsible for the usage of
any software utilized for communication purposes, such as Constant Contact. Finally,
they leverage networks to learn from other retreat centers and United Church
organizations. Participants in this team will be engaged upon demand, their skill set, and
timing of the year.
Property Team:
This team will meet as required—no less than three times a year. Members will examine
with the Maintenance Coordinator what property development, and in which priority,
would enhance the accomplishment of the Five Oaks Mission. The sixty plus year old
buildings, although well maintained, need some larger scale maintenance. Financial
resources will be required to upgrade the facilities.
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Members may assist the Maintenance Coordinator in recruiting volunteer labour to assist
with these larger property projects.
Operations Team:
The Operations Team has four specific areas of responsibility:
a. Support the Operations Manager (OM)
b. Process improvement and efficiencies in operational tasks
c. Volunteer Engagement
d. Information systems support / integration
Due to the nature of the assignments of the Operations Team, a serious risk is the
Operations Manager (OM) or other staff feeling they have multiple supervisors or that the
team is a drain to the OM. For this reason, the Operations Team will be required to
operate with a clear chain of command and guiding principles.
Day-to-day operations will be the responsibility of the Operations Manager (OM). The OM
will feed the Operations Team with challenges and opportunities regarding staffing
models and equipment. Selected team members will be tasked to act as a sounding
board.
Due to the surplus of opportunities in operations at Five Oaks, the team will prioritize
areas to address. The team will need to be able to live in a state of change, and be able
to network to bring in the right people to help for select projects, and then allow them to
roll off. Though it is appreciated that some individuals will stay on the team for extended
times, it is also recognized that it is good and healthy for others to participate for a shortterm task: listen, design, review, build, deploy, leave. The Operations Team will bring
process improvements to the OM and staff through regular process reviews engaging all
parties involved.
Volunteer Management will be a defined responsibility within the Operations Team,
recognizing that Five Oaks has wonderful volunteers who are regularly performing work
in registration, housekeeping, maintenance, and hosting. Within this team’s mandate will
be the role of a volunteer manager. A portion of their tasks will be to ensure the OM is
supported in engaging with volunteers, and responding to the needs of the same. There
is much wisdom in the community that loves and supports Five Oaks. It is the Operations
Team’s goal to ensure it is heard. This team will have those volunteers who participate as
consultants. These individuals will be nurtured and made available to the OM for consults
on such items as equipment purchases and information systems contracts.
Program Administrators (Oaten Institute PA, and partners’ PAs) are an integral part of the
delivery of service at Five Oaks. They are a part of the Program team and form a conduit
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between the operations team/staff and the program team. Due to their visibility into all
aspects of the organization, they will be asked to participate in design sessions with
Operations Manager and the Operations Team.

Staffing Model
The staffing at Five Oaks has seen significant changes over the last few years and, in
particular, during the time after announcement of ceasing operations. The following is a
listing of recent past, present, and proposed staffing:

Previous Staffing Model
Prior to November 2016, the staff contingent included:
Executive Director
Maintenance Coordinator
Financial Administrator—80%
Program Director
Registrar
Business & Hospitality Admin
Marketing Coordinator
Housekeeping Coordinator
Housekeeping
Housekeeping Assistant—1 part-time
Kitchen Coordinator
Kitchen Cooks—4 part-time
Kitchen Serving Staff—3 part-time
On-site Host

Executive
Director
Hospitality and
Operations
Manager
Finance Admin

Registrar

Financial
Assistant

Facilities
Coordinator
summer
student

Program
Director

Kitchen Coordinator

Marketing
Coordinator

Housekeeping
Coordinator

Cook
(Qty 4)

Housekeeper

Dining Room
(Qty 3)

Houskeeper
Assistant

On-site Host

Legend: Grey for paid staff
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Continuing Operations Staffing Model
As part of the “ceasing operations” plan, most staff were released. Since that date, the
staff have continued to function with the assistance of dedicated volunteers.
Executive Director
Maintenance Coordinator
Maintenance Assistant
Financial Administrator
Kitchen—contracted as needed
Volunteers
Volunteer Associates/Host

Executive
Director
Hospitality and
Operations
Manager

Finance Admin

Registrar

Tour Guides

Financial
Assistant

Program Director

Facilities
Coordinator

Summer Student

Caterer

Dining Room

Marketing
Coordinator

Housekeeping
Coordinator

Housekeeper

Houskeeper
Assistant

Legend:

Grey for Staff

Orange for Staff/Volunteer Mix

Green for Volunteer

Blue for out-sourced (Contract)
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Staffing Proposal
Executive Director—to be discerned at Epiphany event in January 2018
Maintenance Coordinator (full-time)—existing
Maintenance Assistant (part-time)—existing
Financial Administrator (0.5 time)—existing
Oaten Institute Program Administrator (0.25)—commencing May 1, 2017
Operations Manager (full-time)—commencing July 1, 2017
Housekeeping—contract
Kitchen—contract
Partner Program Administrators—as required/funded
Program Director—to be discerned at Epiphany event in January 2018
Staff Augmentation:
Volunteers, including Students and Seniors—ongoing
Volunteer Associates/Host—ongoing
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Volunteer Policy
Governance Team
Volunteer Event Planners

Volunteers
Fundraising & Donor
Development
Executive Director

Partner Team

Partner Representatives

Program Director

Program Team

Program Administrator
(Registrar)
May 1, 2017

Program Circle Volunteers

Marketing Coordinator(s)
Board
Communications Team
Volunteer Editors, Design

Maintenance Coordinator

Summer Student

Property Team
Work Camp / Volunteers

Finance Admin

Financial Assistant

Financial Analysts

Housekeeping

Finance Team

Kitchen
Operations Manager
July 1, 2017
Receptionist
IT Consultants
Operations Team

Volunteer Manager
Volunteer Associates

Dining Room

Legend:

Grey for Staff

Orange for Staff/Volunteer Mix

Green for Volunteer

Blue for out-sourced (Contract)
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Current Staffing
The sections that follow expand upon the short-term model, which is allowing us to
continue to operate. Recognizing that this minimal crew is not a sustainable model, MWG
has recommended staffing to address those items, which most impact our participants’
and customers’ experience. This will allow board and management to work together to
build the new business model.
Executive Director: Full-time
The current Executive Director was hired as a full-time contract position to implement the
closing of Five Oaks. From early in the contract, the plans for closure were transforming
to ceasing operations, and then, a new way of doing business. During this time of
change, the Executive Director took on aspects of the role of Operations/Hospitality
manager with attention focused on the profitability of the programs, as well as delivery of
hospitality. Time was spent with the Member Working Group on partner development,
connecting with stakeholders, fundraising and program ideas.
Maintenance Coordinator: Full-time
The Maintenance Coordinator position works onsite to provide maintenance to all the
buildings and the grounds at Five Oaks. Tom Hunt has been in this position for over 20
years. His work is a ministry, which benefits all. With a rotating schedule for upkeep and
maintenance projects the older buildings have been well preserved; however, as
maintenance recommendations were deferred during the last few years, this now
presents many challenges to this position. Tom has a vast knowledge and many
connections within Five Oaks circles, local businesses, and community organizations that
help to reduce maintenance and repair costs.
Maintenance Assistant: Part-time
A High School Co-op Student is assisting 5 mornings per week with maintenance. This is
an arrangement through the local high school. The student receives training and is
supervised by the Maintenance Coordinator.
Financial Administrator: Part-time—10 to 20 hours/week
The Financial Administrator handles all the accounts payable, accounts receivable,
payroll and banking. This position went through transformation similar to the Executive
Director with a new Financial Administrator starting October 31, 2016 at 10 hours/week.
In March 2017, it increased to 20 hours/week, due to acknowledgement of required
workload, and the amount of reconciling and rehabilitation work required in Five Oaks
financial systems.
Kitchen:
Currently programs have the option to provide their own food or use a caterer. A list of
caterers is available.
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Volunteers:
Dedicated volunteers have committed to a set schedule. These volunteers have been
doing front desk reception, tours, housekeeping, painting and other on-site duties. Adult
work camps and the youth Avodah program have continued. A volunteer log has been
set up to track volunteer hours.
Volunteer Associates/Hosts:
Volunteer Hosts are on-site for both hosted and Five Oaks programs to help greet and
welcome. As people that are familiar with the space, they operate with a can-do attitude
to resolve any challenges that arise. We are currently using Board members and some of
the MWG as VAs.

Staffing Proposal
MWG has discerned that Avodah (Work & Worship are One) is essential to the health of
Five Oaks. From Bev Oaten’s earliest teams to today, we see staff who name Five Oaks
as ministry and participants who desire to be active and engaged volunteers. As an
intercultural/interfaith retreat centre, staff have a requirement for high cultural sensitivity
as well as the traditional authentic hospitality.
As we continue to spread the word that Five Oaks is open and running programs, the
workload has increased and will continue to do so. During this time, it is simple to step
into recent patterns of meeting work by hiring more staff. One task of the management
board as outlined in the Governance section of this document is to discern in conjunction
with staff and volunteers, if there are opportunities to either reduce the requirement,
move to volunteers or decrease labour to perform the task. In addition, there is a need to
ensure we have the right roles in place as the organization shifts.
The staff proposal below is based on the focus of staff being used for key service delivery.
Executive Director:
MWG is recommending that the position of Executive Director cease at the end of June
2017. This decision is based on learnings from our sister centres Naramata and
Tatamagouche. It also recognizes that the on-site presence requirement at this time is for
execution of service, which fits within the role of the Operations Manager.
The future role of the Executive Director is to be discerned at the membership Epiphany
event that will be held in January 2018. This event would be a time of discernment for all
partners, board members, working groups and the membership of Five Oaks. Part of the
review will be for the roles of Program Director and Executive Director with Five Oaks
operating as an interfaith/intercultural center. Following discernment, if appropriate, a
new job description and staffing plan would be created with a goal of hiring in May 2018.
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Maintenance Coordinator: Full-time—existing
The Maintenance Coordinator position works onsite to provide maintenance to all the
buildings and the grounds at Five Oaks. Tom Hunt, our current Maintenance Coordinator
has a vast knowledge and many connections that help to reduce costs. Tom is eligible to
retire this year. MWG recognizes the wisdom Tom holds and that succession planning is
essential for this role. A new Maintenance Coordinator will need to be hired to start two
months prior to Tom’s retirement, to allow for training and transferring of information. In
addition, a transition of knowledge to the new Operations Manager is required to set the
maintenance projects calendar and integrate with the bookings calendar.
Maintenance Assistant(s):
A High School or College Co-op Student assists with maintenance. The student receives
training and is supervised by the full-time maintenance person.
Finance Administrator: Part-time, 20 hours a week—existing
The Financial Administrator handles all the accounts payable, accounts receivable,
payroll and banking. There are many opportunities for improvement that will be reviewed
and implemented by the current finance person. The hours of work will be reviewed on
an ongoing basis as the business needs increase and process improvements are
implemented.
Oaten Institute Program Administrator: Part-time, 10 hours (off-site)—May 1, 2017
This position is deemed to be critical to meet the needs of our existing long-term partner,
The United Church of Canada. It is responsible for the delivery of Oaten Institute
programs. Oaten Institute includes all United Church of Canada identified programs run
at Five Oaks, including NEOS, Licensed Lay Worship Leader, Confirmation weekends,
Avodah, Hand-In-Hand, Guided Silent Retreats, and Days Away. Duties would include
booking the program staff, booking the date and space for the program, marketing the
program, registrations, arranging catering and volunteer associates. The admin person
would network within the United Church to promote programs and encourage volunteer
program leaders. Program Administrator position is designed to operate remotely and
functions best in that mode, in part due to the limited hours and in part due to the times
when program leaders are available. The Program Administrator is part of the
Programming team; however, will also work closely with the Operations Manager.
Note: It is anticipated that partners will staff Program Administrators for their
streams. In addition, existing Program Administrators may be contracted to perform
similar activities in a fee-for-service model with hosted events.
Operations Manager: Full-time—July 1, 2017
The Operations Manager is an on-site full-time position in charge of the daily operations
of Five Oaks. The Operations Manager will be tasked to listen to staff, acquire feedback
from guests and then engage with the Operations team to prioritize process
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improvements in this opportunity-rich environment. As part of these improvements, the
Operations Manager will evaluate and utilize new technologies. They would provide
oversight for all staff and volunteers, as well as being the final say for booking contracts.
For the protection of our staff and guests, the Operations Manager is responsible for
health and safety protocols. The Operations Manager is recognized as being the critical
success factor for customer success and as such is the first full-time resource
reintroduced to Five Oaks’ staffing model.
Housekeeping: Contract Service
It is expected that the organization requires a minimum of 40 hours a month immediately.
Due to the variability in rentals, the contract will need to be flexible with hours and staff
requirements. The number of hours booked will be directly related to the amount of
hosting and programs that are being run. This position will be reviewed on an ongoing
basis and may turn into a permanent staff position as the need arises.
Kitchen: Contract
A contract is being negotiated for the rental of the food services kitchen by a local
restaurant/caterer. The contract is expected to start in April 2017. Arrangements have
been made to provide onsite catering to any groups that would like to use their services.
This contract will be reviewed on an annual basis to determine if it is appropriate to
transition back to a Five Oaks managed kitchen.
Program Director:
Once revenue has increased, it is our intention to hire a program director to produce new
program ideas. Until that time this work would be done by volunteers in the Program
Circle and the Programming team. During the Epiphany event, the group will be asked to
discern if it would be appropriate to engage Student Ministers in an Internship and if so,
who would be able to perform the supervisory role and what would be the cost to Five
Oaks.

Staff Augmentation
Ongoing, we expect to continue to welcome volunteers, including students, to perform
front reception, tours, housekeeping, painting and other on-site duties. Some of these
opportunities are listed below as well as the actions required.
High School Co-op: Continue to coordinate with the local high school for co-op students.
Look to increase the number of students once staff increases and procedures have been
established for operations.
Post-Secondary Co-op Students: Connect with local College and Universities to establish
a co-op arrangement.
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Summer Interns: (Paid—Government Grant) Apply to the Government to receive grant
money that will pay the salary of a summer intern. Most of the grants require the
applicant to be a full-time student that will be returning to school in the fall.
Seniors: (Paid—Government Grant) Apply to the government program that will assist in
payment of salaries for seniors.
Volunteers: To make Five Oaks affordable to all, there may be an option to reduce the
amount paid for overnights by doing volunteer work. This would be organized and
managed by the Operations Manager. The use of volunteers would be encouraged and
the volunteer program under the direction of the Operations Manager would be
formalized to match the skills of the volunteers with the tasks needed. Work camps and
the youth Avodah program will continue.
Volunteer Associates/Hosts: On-site for both hosted and Five Oaks programs to help
greet and welcome. As people that are familiar with the space, they operate with a cando attitude to resolve any challenges that arise. We would need to recruit additional VAs
to rebuild the pool to draw upon. This would be done by considering a person’s talents,
as they will be the face of Five Oaks to our guests.

Operations
Overall Review of Processes
The MWG interviewed Five Oaks staff regarding their processes as part of the initial
engagement, and later to be able to do a restart if and when the organization came back
online offering services.
During that time, it became clear that office methods were opportunity-rich. There are
significant improvements to be made including—but not limited to—registrations,
bookings/contracts, purchasing, financial reporting, revenue, pricing/costing and
marketing & communications.
For readers who work in process improvements, these changes will result in at least two
full-time equivalent (FTE) savings in addition to improving the customer experience. The
order-to-cash processes have been the processes in our initial review; however, as
previously indicated, all business processes have opportunities.
If you are trained in standard analytics and value-stream mapping, you will find gaps in
the analysis. The analysis had to be suspended in the fall due to sensitivities to staff
stressors as they approached their termination date. The gap in knowledge is a challenge
as it is not clear why certain activities occurred: What was the trigger that resulted in a
step being done? What recommendations had staff made regarding changes? If any of
our readers are experienced in Black Belt or similar 6Sigma projects, volunteers in our
improvement activities are welcome & appreciated.
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Opportunities Explored
Hosting: Program Registration
The registration process was identified as the number one process for the team to
address. The current process was labour intensive and was using multiple types of
software with manual data entry into each application and varying access control. The
process was also tied to a single administrator, which caused challenges as we moved to
volunteers and strategized regarding program administrators. A detailed report of the
registration process is included in the appendix of this report, including voice of the
customer, existing process & technologies, and new strategies.
Recommendation: Identify if existing software was up to the need, and if not, source
new. Look at process from program booking through to program closure.
Status: Significant parts of the recommendations for that process have already been
implemented, with software having been used for internal processing of Member Working
Group bookings, NEOS: Theology of Creativity, Confirmation, and Avodah weekends.
See Appendix 2 for details. To provide service with significantly fewer staff, focus had to
be on rapid implementation on key critical processes. The aforementioned lack of access
to previous staff has introduced risk into the new processes. To ensure appropriate
controls are evident in any resultant process, process changes are now vetted across all
parties, including past Executive Directors, Treasurers, staff and clients.
Note: During the analysis of registration, issues were identified and frustrations were
heard regarding other processes from our customers, staff and volunteers alike. Analysis
follows.
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Hosting: Bookings/Contracts
Like registration, bookings and contracts were seen as a blackhole, with little visibility into
availability of space, costing methods or profit margins. Customers speak of delays in
getting contracts. It was felt that there were opportunities lost when customers were
turned away that could have been accommodated, such as when the site was deemed
full at Skylight Festival when there were rooms open. Customers advise of quotations
shifting dramatically from initial quotation to later dialogues and having to present staff
with original quotations. Customers advise of confusion regarding site rentals and what
was included. The challenges for bookings have increased during the time of transition
due to the shifting messages regarding whether Five Oaks would take bookings, and
what services would be offered.
Initial Recommendation: Focus on bookings/contract process after stabilizing program
registration process. Provide contract information and request forms on the website.
Utilize the same room booking & venue management software as is used for programs.
Process must be available for early SkyLight bookings due to the volume of guests and
revenue opportunity.
Status: Awaiting acceptance of plan, closure of registration and ability to receive
payments.
Opportunity: Total operating costs could be reduced by providing room availability on
the website for potential customers, as well as sample pricing models. The registration
software purchased provides opportunity for a new revenue stream, whereby Five Oaks
handles registrations for hosted events.
Purchasing
A review of purchases of computer equipment and software upgrades seemed to indicate
challenges where appropriate review of purchases was not completed. An example is the
purchase of 8 UPS’s at approx. $200 each for new $1300 laptops purchased for the
organization. It is quite unusual to purchase such equipment for a laptop, or to purchase
so many higher-end laptops for the quantity of staff. Long-term impact of software
purchases and maintenance fees was not fed into budget projections nor was it funded
presenting financial challenges to ongoing operations.
Recommendation: The proposed Management team for Operations to include
resources with Information Systems skills and networks to review current installations
and proposals. Short-term actions being taken to reduce cost through contract
negotiations.
Status: Due to licenses coming due for thousands of dollars, actions are being taken to
reduce ongoing costs and yet provide appropriate technical footprint for the organization
type. These actions are being taken by the Executive Director with support; however, we
recognize the importance of a full Operations review.
Opportunity: Although heavily discounted software is available through software-as-aservice for not-for-profits; due to some of the sunk costs of equipment purchases,
reviews must occur to determine if worth transitioning again. IT has been focused on
here, similar items occur within other parts of the systems. It is noted that the facilities
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manager, Tom Hunt, has been consistent in conservative practices which are appropriate
for the nature of the organization. This attention to the financial health of the organization
should be applauded.
Financial Reporting/Costing
In the fall of 2016, the challenges to make solid business decisions based on existing
financial reporting became apparent to new board members. Cash projections and final
year numbers reported by the financial admin fluctuated by upwards of $100,000, yet
bookings and expected earnings and expenses remained constant. Some board
members found it confusing trying to make decisions based on numbers which were
changing constantly. Questions regarding accounts were unable to be answered. The
Executive Director’s numbers remained constant, and turned out to be a better report of
the financial year. The MWG team noted the same lack of consistency in previous year’s
reporting and in the time leading up to closure decision. Further review indicated that this
challenge existed prior to 2016.
Recommendation: As part of the process improvements, the Operations Team must
provide better numbers to the Finance team. All attempts will be made to simplify
reporting, yet provide adequate information for costing of programs.
Note: The methods outlined in the finance area of this report represent a significant
overhaul, which has been critical for decision-making purposes of the business plan.
Included in this item will be better cost analysis and returns for programs and ties to
bursaries for programs.
Opportunity: Registration software provides data extracts which can be used for feeds
into accounting systems for reporting & projections.
Yield/Revenue
Efficiencies were driven for housekeeping and kitchen staff whereas the office staff
seemed to continue to grow in no relation to revenue, including consuming rooms for
office space that were previously rented.
Recommendation: Review operations from a yield perspective. Increase revenuegenerating space, including bedrooms, meeting and breakout rooms. Housekeeping and
food services be funded & based on room rentals, with contract staff as a service.
Actions taken to date: One office converted to bedroom. Another office converted to
revenue-generating room. Kitchen rented. Houses rented for longer-term contracts.
Opportunities: Retool office and storage spaces for optimal rental income. Continue to
look for ways to increase accommodation / occupancy to accommodate varied groups.
Improve costing methods to better understand burden, funding models and pricing
structures.
Marketing/Communications
From mailing lists, which are missing key constituents, to lack of integration with social
media, the marketing communication is another opportunity rich environment. The
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existing list was retained on the old Income Manager software and was out-of-date.
Updates are labour intensive. Access is poor.
Recommendation: Utilize modern methods to manage lists including volunteers, donors,
registrants by program type and members. Develop marketing process, which includes
inputs from Executive Director, Board and program and is transformed by volunteer
writers and editors.
Actions taken to date: Member Working Group performed a trial of communication
software, choosing Constant Contact. Constant Contact is software-as-a-service with an
annual contract. It was used for distribution of email & postings to social media. As part of
the process, the Executive Director supplied the current email list and it has been tested.
During that process, it was identified that the current list had not kept up with removal
requests or change of address, which is a legal requirement.
Opportunities: Build mailing lists as programs are offered. Develop standard look and
feel, and integrate into the standard processes.

Financial Considerations
Background
In 2014 the excess of revenue over expenses was $114,290. In 2015 the excess of
revenue over expenses was $198,954. All of the standard measures of liquidity (Current
Ratio, Quick Ratio and Cash Ratio) have steadily increased since 2011.
With the announcement that Five Oaks would cease operations, current donations
plummeted in 2016 from a five-year average of $211,500 to $92,100. It should be noted
that revenue from programs and hosting in 2016 was very close to the five-year average.
Despite that, the financial statements for 2016 will show a deficit of more than $200,000.
The vast majority of this deficit is attributable to the decrease in donations and to the
termination payments made to staff.
General Council of The United Church of Canada has loaned Five Oaks $150,000 to
date to assist with termination payments to staff and to continue operations during the
current transition period. It is expected that this loan will be fully repaid with interest at or
before the end of 2018.

Challenges
Five Oaks is grateful for past support from the United Church. However, with changing
circumstances, operational grants from the United Church General Council and from the
founding Conferences will likely be discontinued or be reduced in the near future. As we
re-start, other grants may be available from other sources both inside and outside the
Church.
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Many hosted groups with a long-term relationship with Five Oaks, who had been
returning annually, were advised that facilities would no longer be available and so made
other plans for 2017.
Restoring donor confidence in the ongoing vitality of Five Oaks is a struggle since many
still seem to think Five Oaks is closed despite the best efforts of the MWG to spread the
word of a new, multi-faith and multi-cultural future.

Looking Forward
Five Oaks will remain open and will generate revenue throughout the year.
Food services will be provided by outside contracts. A list of quality local caterers will be
made available to groups wishing to use them. Depending on the size of the group and
which facility is rented, guests may provide and prepare their own meals. The New Hall
kitchen is available in the Main Building for preparing self-supplied meals. The three
houses on the upper level and the Chalet on the lower level have full kitchens. The
Summer Centre also has a kitchen and food preparation area.
Housekeeping services will be provided on a contract basis. Hours will fluctuate
depending on occupancy. It is expected that, as revenues increase, the number of
contract hours will increase. Linens and towels will be available if requested, at a small
cost in addition to accommodation costs.
The Oaten principle of “work and worship being one” is being reintroduced to Five Oaks.
For those programs which practice this principle, the housekeeping requirements and
costs will decrease. This trend has been built into the staffing model and funding.
Very fruitful discussions have taken place with Six Nations, with Muslim organizations
and with the YMCA. These partners, as outlined in the Partnership section of this report,
have committed to a combined total of $100,000 annually to support programs and
ongoing operation costs of Five Oaks. The founding partner of Five Oaks, The United
Church of Canada, has agreed to provide a core funding grant of $50,000 in 2017. In
addition, donations in kind (e.g. labour for maintenance and repairs) will probably be
provided by some partners. Participation by diverse partners will also lead to increased
revenue streams from hosted and program events.
A fundraising campaign will be run annually with a goal of raising $150,000 each year. All
partners will join in this initiative.
Faith Bonds with a face value of $10,000 will be available for purchase, with a term of 3,
5 or 7 years bearing simple interest at 1% to be paid out annually. The goal is to raise
$150,000 through this bond issue. The bonds will allow supporters of Five Oaks to invest
in the renewed vision to offer a sacred place where peoples of all faiths, as well as
spiritual seekers, can gather in community to live, work, learn, pray, heal and act for
justice and peace.
Five Oaks is in a very strong cash flow position. Donations have begun to pick up.
Hosted and Oaten Institute programs and rental of facilities are already booked
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throughout 2017. Based on confirmed cash flows and modest projections, it is expected
that 2017 will end with more than $300,000 in unencumbered cash or investments. With
projected revenues gradually increasing, Five Oaks has a sustainable future.
The budget for 2017 to 2021 shown in Appendix 3 is based on modest projections of
revenue growth, coupled with expected escalation of expenses.
The current paid staff at Five Oaks consists of a full-time Executive Director, a full-time
Maintenance Coordinator and a part-time Bookkeeper. In addition, summer students will
be hired using government grants, to assist with maintenance. The new governance and
staffing model will not include an Executive Director in the immediate future. This position
will be re-evaluated and re-imagined in January 2018. An Operations Manager will be
hired as soon as possible to oversee and coordinate all daily operations of the Centre
and to supervise paid and contract staff and volunteers. Hiring for this position will aid in
operational efficiency and will accelerate revenue growth. Some of the funds from our
partner, The United Church of Canada, will be used to hire a Program Administrator for
United Church of Canada programs.
Current capital needs include a sewage pump to convey gray water from the Main
Building to the weeping bed up beyond the pool, the replacement of roofing on seven
buildings, repair or replacement of the water system, waterproofing the foundation wall of
the House of the Interpreter, and upgrades to the upper driveways and parking lot.
Although some of this can be covered by the $20,000 allocated annually to repairs and
maintenance, it is clear that additional designated fundraising will be needed.

Building Conditions Assessment
The MWG, on behalf of Five Oaks, retained MTE Consultants Inc. to carry out a Building
Condition Assessment (BCA) of all the year-round inhabitable buildings on the Five Oaks
property. The consultant’s report is found in Appendix 4. As noted multiple times in the
BCA report, the consultant encourages the report to be viewed in its entirety and to not
take sections of the report in isolation. The following is a brief synopsis of the report with
MWG and Five Oaks Maintenance Coordinator’s notations, commentaries, and future
planning.
The buildings are in an exceptional state of upkeep, with many of the components having
well outlived their estimated expectancy, and continue to be in good condition. MWG
credits the dedication, resourcefulness, and giftedness of Five Oaks’ current
Maintenance Coordinator.
It should be noted that upon receipt and review of the BCA, the Maintenance Coordinator
concurred with the deficiencies recorded, noting he had previously identified all items on
the list. As outlined in the report, many of the deficient maintenance items are due to Five
Oaks deferring remediation. The Maintenance Coordinator had repeatedly identified
required repairs to management over the past few years, but these recommendations
were not acted on, due to management’s shift in priorities (the exploration of a new
building venture).
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Maintenance cost estimates in the BCA report are for all work to be completed by
contractors, at Greater Toronto Area (GTA) pricing. We deeply appreciate the work of
MTE in identifying and time-lining the required maintenance. Five Oaks will not be using
GTA contractors for this work, thus saving a significant majority of the costs. Five Oaks
will use maintenance staff and volunteer labour; a few local contractors with whom we
have a prior working relationship; and will make prudent use of capital and material
donations. For example, the exterior north wall of Wing C in House of the Interpreter will
require foundation waterproofing. The consultant’s quote is $50,000. Our Maintenance
Coordinator’s plan will cost only $5,000-$6,000, a savings of 90%. Therefore, as one
reads the future projected costs, especially of roofs, windows and doors (with high
professional labour prices calculated in), know that Five Oaks only needs to budget
material costs with minimal/if any labour costs. In Figure 1.0 of the BCA, it shows
cladding items, such as those aforementioned, requiring 48% of total capital
expenditures. Again, there will be a major cost reduction with low or no labour costs.
The BCA lists items requiring attention with a timeline designation of immediate, short
term (1-4 years), or long term (5-10 years). MTE costs out the immediate category items
at $20,000. There is minimal work required to bring a few items up to code within the
immediate timing. The only immediate requirement for the House of the Interpreter to
meet code, is to reconstruct exterior stairs’ guardrail. This is located off a doorway not
used at the end of Wing C. Other immediate items are review and possible repair to
timber decks at Friendship House and House on the Hill. The Chalet requires front
entrance canopy work, and reconstruction of exterior timber stairs. Maintenance staff and
volunteers will complete these items, with a minimal cost for supplies only.
Also of note, under the immediate category (but not required for code at this time) is the
installation of oil tank containment basins for the Chalet and the House on the Hill. The
Maintenance Coordinator will be working with our fuel supplier to convert the heating fuel
supply to propane, and move away from the need for oil and its containment units, in
these buildings. All the items mentioned in the BCA will be easily handled within the
annual 2017 maintenance budget.
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APPENDIX 1 Seeking Partners
The pages that follow are images from the Seeking Partners document.
Higher resolution copies are available through the Member Working Group via contact
information listed previously.
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APPENDIX 2 Operations Supplement
Registration
Sample information regarding business process Improvement.
The registration process was looked at using tools often used in 6sigma programs such
as value-stream mapping and voice of the customer.
Voice of the Customer
The voice of the customer captures words from those engaged in the process of
event registration.
Voice of the registrant/client
 When registering, I must call in or send in email. Neither are secure ways of
giving credit card information
 Have to re-affirm contact information each time. Cannot self-correct or verify
online
 Payment not clearly connected through online transactions/visibility at source
 Do not get invitation which can be added to calendar
 Have paid for single and paid for double—and in the last 10 years, always got
single. Why would I pay extra for single if I am getting it anyhow?
 Difficult to register youth that I am bringing to event
 Difficult to register groups of people
 Not clear how much items cost such as coming in an extra night, or special
foods.
 Special diet requirements not communicated well
Voice of the event organizer
 Different lists of who is registered dependent on who sends information:
Hospitality vs. Executive Director vs. Registrar
 No unique identifier to sort by as registrant identifier shifts dependent on who
sends me data
 Cut-off dates are longer dated than would be expected for most places
Voice of the Registrar
 Web registration sends an email to the registrar (data has to be entered into
income manager)
 If I am not here, then people fill in the “orange form.” No one else updates data
or registers people.
 Required to create excel spreadsheet for each program due to the various
options and information required that are not in income manager form
 Excel spreadsheet is easier to use than income manager
 Pulling data from Income Manager is hard, as no archiving of data
 No cut-off dates on events, so have to keep updating data
 Special diet charges need to be added later.
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Voice of the Executive Director
 Not using much of the software’s capabilities in Income Manager
 Having to spend on software which is not meeting needs or working well
 Lots of time wasted in paper systems
Voice of the Finance Admin
 Note: No interview was done of the previous finance admin; however, others
have indicated that the process was labour intensive
 Pricing / costing information is not available due to lack of tracking costs
Voice of kitchen staff
 Difficult to get true numbers of people attending, meal requirements or
exceptions
 Labour intensive planning
Voice of Maintenance staff
 Difficult to determine when work could be done on a room
 Would be working on a room and told had to finish up to allow for incoming
guests
System & Form Reviews
Here is the various software and forms (paper) utilized in the existing process.
Website (Rem Web Solutions): The website is a custom site based on the
provider’s internal design solution. To provide event management and donations,
custom modules were developed by the software company. Modifications were
made recently to improve functionality and image. Due to it being proprietary
coding rather than a WordPress theme, design of the site and most forms are
protected without ability to modify without paying the support company. As an
example, the registration page is protected with no ability for Five Oaks to modify
without requesting a change of the website provider. Donations & registrations do
a hand-off to PayPal. Registration information is transported to registrar via email.
PayPal: The registration process does a transition to PayPal which is not
transparent. Amounts go into a holding area which requires manual action to be
received by Five Oaks.
Income Manager: Software used by charitable organizations to track donations,
as well as events such as wine & cheese without overnight accommodations. It
was implemented approximately eight (8) years ago. The version being used has
no web interface or integration with rooming software. There is a monthly
maintenance/support charge for this software. Income Manager is driven by an
Access Database with fat client on the PC and a central database on the Five
Oaks server. Access to database, including Administrator is not clearly recorded.
Most individuals have inquiry only. Little training has occurred on the software.
Microsoft Excel: Due to the gaps in the purchased software, data is keyed by the
registrar into Excel (a new sheet is created for each event). Stored on laptop. Not
backed up. Available only to registrar. Is the primary source of payment status,
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Registration form: Due to the access model for the systems, an orange sheet of
paper is used to capture all registrations. This allows those who answer the phone
to capture information, including credit card information for later entry into the
various systems. Preliminary registration sheet is made and names are added.
Outlook Calendar: Used to show what room areas were reserved for groups.
Outlook Exchange: Send emails manually for each person who registers.
Payment sheet: Holds data for batch processing. Manual process by registrar.
Rooming Form: Manually done. Requires awareness of information in
spreadsheet and manual forms.
Process
In summary, the process being used was manual with excessive queue and move
times. Processing efforts drove costs due to duplicate entries and lack of access
to data.
Per the registrar, the basic process was as follows:
 Initial registration contact: phone call comes in for someone to register, or
email comes in directly to registrar or email comes in from website.
Registration or walk-in occurs. If from website, contact person if needed
information, not present.
 If for existing program, then write down information / capture it on
"registration form" (orange paper).
 If paid, put on payment form. Record done on the “registration form.”
 Confirm by sending confirmation letter (email). Record step done on the
“registration form.”
 Put it in excel. Record step done on the “registration form.”
 Later, put it in Income Manager. Record step done on the “registration
form.” Note: do not update constituent information until the person is fully
paid and registered.
 If someone asks to be put on the mailing list, then within Income Manager,
add them to group “income manager.”
 Once event is closed, then Information is added to "jenny's binder." All
payment type and notes are in binder.
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Software and System Gaps
Website
 Design of system meant that website admin had to enter information in multiple
areas to be visible in overview list, header & details/registration form on the
website. As an example, found 3 different prices on one event’s entry.
 Does not support any form of group registration.
 Design of data fields does not support repeat events—significant rework.
 Moving data from website to registration files required manual rekey.
 Inability to capture or handle youth events properly meant that costs and
frustration with youth events grew in the organization.
 Food information, including costs for special diets were not integrated
appropriately or able to be carried through to reporting and charges. Required
individuals to contact Registrar by separate email or phone number at least 7 days
before event.
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Designer hard-coded multiple values related to staff, such as registration page text
referred to “Jenny.” Advised there is a charge to change. Also, the tax receipt is
based on a form which is hard coded, so additional charge to change names
there.
Note: similar challenges with donations done through same software.

PayPal
 Requires manual intervention to push money from PayPal account to Five Oaks
bank account.
 Accounts which managed the PayPal account had not been changed since the
departure of a previous operations manager, approx. 6 years ago. The accounts’
access still retained the name of the long departed operations manager.
 Inability to get support due to incorrect names on the accounts.
 Lack of control on who had access to the overall PayPal account.
Income Manager
 Events could not capture information required by type of event and it was unclear
if it could be customized.
 The data had grown to where queries and reports were difficult. Archiving
processes were not known.
 Query function was limited by lack of ability to add characteristics to events or
people
 Due to lack of bookings functionality, unable to track single/double occupancy
choices or rooming requests.
 Due to effort required to transition data to income manager, choices were made to
not retain youth registration information; thereby, removing ability to contact youth
contacts for upcoming events.
 Contracts were not placed in income manager, so only partial view of income,
participants, and contacts.
 The registrar was quite ingenious in dealing with shortcomings within Income
Manager; however, these resolutions drove costs and were Band-Aids to overall
process.
 Payment: $50/month for maintenance & support.
Excel Spreadsheet
 Excel spreadsheets are a creative response to lack of functionality within internal
systems (Website & Income Manager).
 They are stored on single PC and not backed up.
 Extremely dependent on registrar. Process stops if registrar not in office or not
available.
 Was the sole location where it was stored, if individual paid or not.
 Confusion regarding cutoff dates resulted in frustration for all.
 Delay in revenue receipt due to “payment sheet.”
 Delay in revenue receipt compared to online payment.
 Concern regarding confidentiality of data including credit cards.
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Credit Card Machine (Moneris)
 Costs $50/month
 Finance Admin has expressed frustration with working with financial institution for
this device.
 Possibility of replacing through usage of new payment processor for online
registration & donation software
Registration Queries
Due to the multiple data repositories, data can be out of sync between website
information, income manager, excel spreadsheet & paper forms.
Due to the multiple places which had to be updated, who paid and how much they
paid is not matched against room charges. Difficult to do a true report of the event
via system information. Paper record is the final say.
Emails
Emails must be sent manually by the registrar.
No formatted send upon final registration/confirmation or for automated reminders
x days before event

High-level Recommendation
Switch from existing set of software & forms to cloud-based solution and softwareas-a-solution (SaaS).
Integrate with payment solution to have automatic deposits and charges done.
Software Criteria
Ability to handle all types of bookings:
 Hosting
 Programs: Adult & youth
 B&B
For Programs:
 Ability of client to self-register, select double or individual accommodation
including if double, if assigned, or have two registering together
 Ability to capture unique requirements, such as food offerings for groups
 Ability to provide information on program, including leadership
 Ability to provide optional chargeable items on any form
 Ability to provide bursary choices
For Rentals:
 Simple weekly bookings showing what is open, and what is on wait list.
Operations
 Reasonable pricing structure
 Online/self-serve model
 Able to allow for multiple administrators with role-based access control
 Direct connect to payment gateways which are secure
 Data extracts
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Reporting
Nice to have: ability to be viewable to people outside of Five Oaks—i.e. find new
markets
One source of data

Review & Software Recommendation:
Eight applications were reviewed for functionality and cost. Spreadsheet with analysis
available, upon request.
Retreat Guru was chosen as the preferred solution due to its depth of functionality,
pricing structure, adaptability and new development in areas which add value to Five
Oaks, including renter functionality. It has a monthly renewal and can be cancelled at any
time. Given that, it is a good solution to help us move through the next year.
Payment can be executed through multiple methods. BrainTree is one of the preferred by
Retreat Guru and is a reasonable solution as well, which addresses other open
items/concerns such as Pre-Authorized Remittance (PAR)
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Retreat Guru in Action
Sample screen shots are included below of the program
Primary program page:
Sample is Avodah—a work camp program

Key points:
Text and key details are inserted automatically into all links so if you change one, they all
change.
Text can generate “teaser” for listing sites.
Keywords can be placed for both presenting data, as well as searches.
Images are stored & readily retrievable for re-use.
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Registration Page
Key Points:
Able to present different types of
rooming options & prices.
Able to capture data, which is
custom to event, such as birthdate
for youth programs.
Data can be stored in program,
individual, or not at all.
Able to set standard and custom
prices.
Can make a bursary as a negative
price which is optional.
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List of programs

The website presents the program lists based on the same data used for the detailed
program listing: no need to duplicate or rekey, no disconnects due to missing a section.
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Creating a new program:

The flexibility in the type of registration methods supports the variety of programs Five
Oaks offers.
Being able to choose to not list the program allows for hosted events to have private
registration by invitation only. This is a potential revenue area—an upsale with the
hosting contract which will also provide us cash in and assurance of payment.

In the image above, you can see some of the questions that we have found useful for
different types of programs. Questions have been useful to improve program deliverables
and decrease handling costs.
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Lodging types

Lodging types are the power of the Retreat Guru.
We can provide booking options based upon demand for such events as SkyLight—
offering anything from family booking of the rooms in the chalet, to hostels in the Motel
units and single/double in the main building.
Pricing discounts can be applied and custom names can be entered.
If the rooms are consumed, they will be grayed out and unavailable. Information is also
available in the room bookings.
Images can be placed as well, as custom language, to showcase the different rooms and
to whom they appeal.
By providing these options, we can drive revenue without increased overhead of tracking
bookings.
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Other items to consider

Pricing can be special either by time of year, or to encourage early subscription.
“Renters” functionality allows for specific people to handle specific programs, so the
Oaten Institute person could manage their own programs whilst the Business Admin
could manage their programs. A large group, such as Skylight, could also be offered
such an opportunity if they wished to provide that level of service to their participants.
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Program information details

As one can see, it is designed based on ease of use but also repeat information.
The teacher’s profile is stored & available for repeat usage.
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Functionality

One of the exceptional items for events is the ability to send custom emails
preprogrammed for the event. Examples of usage are reminder of event start and to
bring inside shoes, or to send youth reminders such as consent form or sleeping bag
requirements.
Finally, custom donations can be placed on any event, which might appeal to the target
audience.
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Venues

In the above section, you see a new item being provided through Retreat Guru, which is
venue management. In its infancy in the solution, it gives us the capability of showing if a
group is using a specific area as well as any special groupings.
If you start to consider the variety of equipment available, you can see how this is
available both for setup and to ensure equipment isn’t double booked.
The software configuration is evolving as we host programs and identify tasks that can be
done through Retreat Guru. It is fun to think “how can we do this here.”
For example, during the Neos initial event alone:
a. Created a “you’ve paid” email template useful for those who need to submit for
reimbursement
b. Recorded payment in Retreat Guru, including bursary notes & volunteers
c. Generated financial report from Retreat Guru
d. Sent email using paid status to all registrants who have paid
e. Added question “do you wish your name on participant list” to the registration
f. Generated distributable participant list based on the response to that question
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APPENDIX 3 Financials
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APPENDIX 4 Building Condition Assessment
Please use this link to connect to the report:
BCA Report_2017-03-08_Five Oaks Retreat Centre_Optimized
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxcVXw-7cFvBS08tZG9id0g1TlE

